First Contact: Using Incentives and Automation to Spur Web Visitors to Action

It’s time that professional services firms faced a couple of hard truths: First, no one wants to subscribe to an e-newsletter, and second, a single email is not going to make the phones ring.

Companies spend significant resources on online marketing only to be left wondering why it’s not working. It’s not surprising. Gaining traction through content alone is not easy—especially if you want to do more than build awareness.

The problem, however, is not that online marketing doesn’t work. It’s that most A/E/C firms stop short of what it takes to see results. Specifically, their online marketing lacks strategy and disciplined follow-up.

**No One Wants to Read Your E-newsletter**

Your A/E/C firm’s website may offer information relevant to your audiences and a way to contact you to learn more. However, you are missing a huge opportunity if your site has no way to capture prospects who visit but aren’t ready to talk.

Firms often try to remedy this by inviting prospects to join their email list. But here’s the problem: Who wants to get another e-newsletter in this informationsaturated era?

The goal should be to capture those who are still early in the buying cycle in a way that keeps them engaged and encourages them to take the next step sooner.

Think about your first-time visitors. Perhaps they saw your firm’s LinkedIn page or blog post or were referred by colleagues. Whatever the case, these prospects are interested enough to visit; otherwise, they wouldn’t waste their time.

Put yourself in these visitors’ shoes and ask: What can we offer these prospects that’s related to our solutions and valuable enough to convince them to give us their email addresses in exchange for it?

Your answer will become your incentive to subscribe.

It might be an industry white paper, a checklist that helps the prospect solve a key challenge, or a valuable template such as a risk-analysis worksheet.

Whatever it is, it needs to compel the prospect to say, “I want that.”

Now the prospect is on your list, and you’ve turned the first contact into a highvalue experience.

The prospect can be considered a lead. It’s time to move them toward becoming a customer (lead nurturing).

While you generally should qualify each prospect, nurturing unqualified leads on your list won’t tap resources. The nurturing happens automatically.

**Prospects Will Never Be More Interested Than They Are Right Now**

When a prospect requests your incentive, you can assume an even higher level of interest—especially related to your incentive topic. This high-level interest is why you must act immediately.

The first 30 days from the time prospects opt in represents the period during which they will be the most interested in your A/E/C firm.

So, the faster you respond with additional value, the better chance you have in moving your prospects further and faster through the buying cycle.

An effective way to accomplish this is by implementing an automated sequence of emails that thank your prospect, deliver the incentive, and continue to follow up with more relevant information, such as a link to a demonstration video, another white paper, etc.

Even after the first few emails, you’ll be able to tell a lot from the actions your prospect takes.

For example, clicking through to access a second piece of related content might be enough for your marketing department to deem that prospect ready for a call or email from your sales team.

Most likely, though, you’ll want to send multiple messages within those first 30 days.

There are endless options for what an A/E/C firm can do within its automated lead nurturing sequence. The goal is to create something that’s strategic, relevant, compelling, and designed to get prospects talking with your sales team by the time the sequence ends.

Once the automated email sequence is over, less qualified or not-ready prospects can be put on your general email list—with your marketing department continuing to monitor and analyze their readiness.

**You Can’t Leave Sales in Marketing’s Hands**

It’s possible that your prospect will pick up the phone within the first 30 days. But you can’t expect that to happen.

Marketing’s job is to generate and nurture leads until they’re ready to be handed to the sales team. One of the biggest misconceptions is that if you keep writing articles and posting on social media, prospects will call.

What A/E/C firms need to realize is that online marketing is designed to start the process, not finish it.

If you make your first contact strategically and employ disciplined follow-up, you may be the only firm in your competitive set getting real ROI from its online communications.
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